
AIL team making request: Date of request:

Match details: (Home)

(Away) 

Date of match:

Player requested: 

Player Date of Birth or IRFU ID*:

Club: 

Playing Position:

Reasons for Request: (please be specific and include any injury or other details) 

Signed on behalf of AIL club:

Signature: .............................................................................. Print name:

Dual Status players club giving permission to play:

Signature: .............................................................................. Print name:

NOTE: Please fill in form fully and send to kevin.beggs@irfu.ie at least 48 hours prior to the match. Ensure the person signing this form is the 
Club Hon Sec or the person responsible for making the request. It is acceptable for the players own club to email Kevin Beggs directly giving 
permission for the players release 48 hours prior to the match. This form must be used before consideration will be given to allow Dual Status 
to ensure accurate records are kept. 
*Date of Birth / IRFU ID has been added to this form in order to add this request to the players record on internal IRFU systems

Data Protection Statement: 
I understand that it is necessary for the Club to collect and record the player’s personal data on this form (“Personal Data”) for the contractual 
purpose of registering, updating and maintaining the player’s membership with the Club. I understand that the player’s Personal Data may 
be shared with Provincial Branches and the IRFU from time to time and that the Club, the Branch and the IRFU are all Data Controllers. 
I understand that the Player’s Personal Data will be retained by the club for the duration of his/her membership and in line with the Club 
Retention Policy. I further understand that the player has a number of rights around the processing of his/her Personal Data, including the right 
to request in writing a copy of their Personal Data which the Club holds, amend any information which is incorrect and to apply to have their 
Personal Data erased. I can also confirm that I have been given the opportunity to consult further relevant information concerning the player’s 
data protection rights at www.dataprotection.ie. I am aware of all the player’s Data Protection rights and have given my consent for the player’s 
personal data to be processed by signing this form.
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